409A Valuation Services
Whether you’re an early-stage startup or an established company eyeing an IPO, SVB Analytics takes
charge of the valuation process to deliver high-quality, audit-defensible valuation reports to support
you through your liquidity event.

Industry expertise
Our focus on innovation companies
allows us to identify, observe, and
analyze trends better than any other
valuations provider.

Demonstrated leadership
in valuations
As the market leader in innovation
economy valuations, you can rely on
us to provide the most informed value
indicators to help private companies
efficiently comply with regulations
and requirements.
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Better insights and
audit support
Better, focused research

Deep relationships with
auditing firms

Strict adherence to
accepted guidelines

Our research is derived from both
qualitative and quantitative factors
specific to innovation sectors and
supported by extensive analytics
on the selected guideline companies.

We work closely with the Big Four
accounting and auditing firms, as well as
with regional firms around the country,
so we can understand and rapidly adapt
to changing audit requirements and
valuation best practices.

Our opinions adhere to the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
guidelines in enterprise valuation and
allocation methodologies, and methodologies
approved by both the AICPA Practice Aid and
IRS regulations.

Contact us
Since 2006, SVB Analytics, an affiliate of Silicon Valley Bank, has provided valuation services and research for investors and
companies in the global innovation economy. Contact our team of industry experts at 800.760.9644 or svba@svb.com to learn
how we can help you.
†Approximate percentage of U.S. companies only

Superior service
From startup to exit, we offer a
strategic partnership that goes
beyond what other advisors offer,
and the exceptional service to assist
your valuation meets requirements
today and in the future.

“The 409A process for a rapidly growing biotech company is
both technically challenging and intensified with pressurepacked deadlines. SVB Analytics worked closely with us over
a two-year period to proactively plan an information and
data-gathering process, drill down into the most significant
valuation drivers and review an acceptable approach with our
auditors and other stakeholders.”
Steven Chan
Vice President

Representative clients
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